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Mastering API
Monitoring: How a

Leading Credit
Reporting Enterprise
Achieved 100% SLA

Compliance with Apica 



"As the team became proficient with the Apica platform, they achieved self-
sufficiency in ensuring their SLAs deliver optimal benefits to their customers. They

can now monitor and guarantee 100% SLA availability at any scale." 

The Challenge 
 
A leading consumer credit reporting agency, known for providing data, analytics, and
technologies to various institutions and government agencies, faced a growing need
for an effective high-scale API monitoring strategy. With its expansion, acquiring
companies and technologies with numerous measurements linked to public-facing
APIs, the organization aimed to ensure consistent API functionality and scalability in
meeting service level agreements (SLAs).
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Highly scalable

Ease of use

Customized scripting capabilities

100% SLA compliance

Precision

Active Observability

The Solution  
 
The agency's head of monitoring engaged with Apica experts at a conference,
exploring the need for high-scale SLA monitoring and advanced API checks. After
evaluating various options, Apica's platform stood out for its ability to meet all
requirements, offering extensive, scalable customization and the option to perform
advanced checks from the agency's locations or through Apica's probe network. The
agency initially utilized Apica's service team for training in advanced monitoring
techniques, eventually mastering the platform. 

Benefits  
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Apica played a pivotal role in transforming the credit reporting agency's approach to
API monitoring and SLA compliance. The platform's extensive customization and
scalability directly addressed the agency's challenges, leading to 100% SLA
compliance. Apica's innovative solutions empowered the agency to not only monitor
but also optimize their service delivery, ensuring reliability and constant availability
for their customers. The agency's achievement of operational excellence, with Apica's
support, highlights the impact of effective digital tools in enhancing business
processes and customer satisfaction in today's data-driven landscape.
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The agency achieved 100% SLA compliance with Apica's Active Observability
platform, including for new vendors. Apica's high-scale capabilities facilitated the
agency's business and compliance scalability. The platform provided third-party core
measurements on APIs, demonstrating reliability and constant availability to
customers and management. The precise SLA monitoring ensured continuous service
delivery, with the monitoring team promptly addressing any issues. 

Conclusion

Curious to learn more? Let's connect for a quick conversation. 


